
Microsoft Speaker Coach Google Slides with Chromebook Screencast*  
and Yoodli*  

Speaker Coach takes only 5 clicks from start to 
the summary report

The Google solution takes 77% more clicks to 
record, download, upload, and review results 

Speaker Coach provides real-time feedback 
such as pace, inclusive language, filler word, and 
more all while the student practices

Google Slides does not have a built in coaching 
tool and therefore no real-time feedback is 
available during practice

Speaker Coach saves time because it is built 
into PowerPoint and doesn’t require students to 
complete other tasks to get feedback

The Google solution requires students to use 
three tools and manage multiple accounts to 
get feedback

Speaker Coach provides actionable feedback in 
a summary report with visible data points and 
tips for improving

Yoodli provides feedback but doesn’t always 
provide tips for improvement and students 
must watch an additional video to receive 
suggested improvements

Microsoft Speaker Coach* 

Empowering Students to be Agents of Their Own Learning 

How Microsoft Speaker Coach* compares to Google Slides* in improving student presentation skills 

Benefits of Microsoft Speaker Coach
Real-time feedback while 

practicing 

Built into PowerPoint* for a 

streamlined experience

Actionable analytics to help 

students self-reflect and set 

goals

Microsoft Speaker Coach 
helps students develop their 
communications skills and take 
ownership of their learning by allowing 
them to set goals and reduce overall 
anxiety in a low-stakes environment.

The real-time feedback and actionable analytics offered 
by Speaker Coach provides a more streamlined, fast, and 
secure AI-based coaching experience for learners than the 
equivalent process using Google solutions.

Read the Full Report

www.k12blueprint.com/learning-next

Empower students with agency and autonomy to improve their communication 

and presenting skills in a low-stakes environment, at their own pace.
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